We investigate the dynamics of Q-balls in one, two and three space dimensions, using numerical simulations of the full nonlinear equations of motion. We find that the dynamics of Q-balls is extremely complex, involving processes such as charge transfer and Q-ball fission. We present results of simulations which illustrate the salient features of 2-Q-ball interactions and give qualitative arguments to explain them in terms of the evolution of the time-dependent phases.
Introduction
One of the most fascinating areas of inter-disciplinary research at the interface between mathematics and physics is the study of solitons. This word has as many definitions as there are people who study them, but in general terms they are stable, localized energy distributions. From a purely mathematical perspective, solitons are described as extended solutions to a set of hyperbolic or parabolic partial differential equations, which can travel without dissipation at a uniform velocity and maintain, at least asymptotically, their shape during collisions; often these properties of solitons are attributable to the existence of an infinite number of conserved quantities, connected with the notions integrability, and radiation-free soliton collisions can be constructed.
In the context of particle physics, which is our main interest here, the usage of the word soliton is less rigorous and any kind of localized energy distribution falls under this broad umbrella. Only in very specialised circumstances will soliton collisions not generate radiation and solutions which radiate substantially during, for example, a highly relativistic 2-soliton collision are included. Of course very little exact analytic progress is possible in these more general settings since radiative processes are notoriously difficult to model analytically, thus numerical simulations are necessary to probe more complicated situations. The usual development of understanding in this subject follows an intricate interplay between the two, with analytic work putting on solid ground more qualitative observations from simulations. The domain of validity of analytic approximations can then be checked and extended by further simulations. Examples of the classes of solitons which have been investigated in this way are vortices [1] , monopoles [2] and skyrmions [3] , whose existence and stability is essentially due to conserved topological currents and charges, along with energy bounds related to the charge and stable scaling laws. In these examples the topological features constrain the amount of radiation produced in low energy collisions and allows approximations to be applied which ignore the radiative effects.
The subject of this paper is a particular class of solitons known as Q-balls [4, 5] . These are different in many ways to the topological solitons mentioned above. Firstly, they are time-dependent with a rotating internal phase. Secondly, the conserved charge associated with their stability, Noether charge (Q), is not topological and therefore their stability is also a dynamical issue. As we will see these two features lead to a much more complicated variety of interaction properties than seen in the study of topological solitons. The main difference is that the charge is quantized in topological models, it usually being scaled to be an exact integer, whereas we shall see that the charge Q can take any value (in a specified range) allowing for the possibility of charge transfer between solitons and/or fission during the interaction process.
Although the concepts associated with Q-balls are extremely general and they are likely to exist in a wide variety of physical contexts (for example, see ref. [6] ), the main motivation for the current study is the recent realization that they are a generic consequence of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [7] due to the existence of Dflat directions in the effective potential created by tri-linear couplings. In this context the conserved charge is that associated with the U(1) symmetries of Baryon and Lepton number conservation and the relevant U(1) fields correspond to either squark or slepton particles. Therefore, the Q-balls can be thought of as condensates of either a large number of squarks or sleptons. It has been suggested that such condensates can be involved in baryogenesis via the Affleck-Dine mechanism [8] after an epoch of inflation in the early universe. If this is the case then there are two interesting possibilities. If the Q-balls can avoid evaporation into lighter, stable particles such as protons, then it might be possible for them to be important cosmologically as cold dark matter [9] . Whereas if they are unstable, they would decay in a non-trivial way into baryons and could lead to observable isocurvature baryon fluctuations [10] .
Underpinning these interesting suggestions are assumptions as to how Q-balls actually interact and it is our intention here to make an exhaustive study of this issue. Our approach will be to identify numerically the important dynamical processes that can occur in general situations of two interacting Q-balls, which we will then explain qualitatively, leaving a more detailed analytic exposition of the dynamics [11] and the cosmological implications to subsequent papers. In the next section we will discuss the basic properties of static U(1) Q-balls. Then we will present a detailed and extensive study of Q-balls on the line. As we will see, many of the properties of interest such as fission and charge transfer are observed in one-dimension and given the simplicity of simulations, it seems sensible to make the most exhaustive study there. In the subsequent sections on planar Q-balls and fully three-dimensional Q-balls we will show to what extent the one-dimensional simulations can be used to understand the dynamics in higher dimensions and what effects are clearly of higher dimensional origin. In a penultimate section we will discuss the interactions of Q-balls with anti-Q-balls which have an equal and opposite rotation, before making a concluding summary in the final section.
We should note that there is a disparate literature [12] on Q-balls in which some (but by no means all) of the processes we will discuss have already been noted, but not necessarily completely understood. In particular we should mention recent work [13] which presented results for Q-balls in one and two dimensions. There it was suggested that the right-angle scattering of solitons seen in two-dimensional topological soliton models is also prevalent in these non-topological models. At the relevant points we will point out in what ways we disagree with their explanation of this phenomena, and demonstrate that it is by no means general.
U(1) Q-balls
Given our motivation for studying Q-balls it seems sensible to work with the U(1) Goldstone model, although Q-balls can exist in a variety of field theoretic models. To be precise, the model we consider is that of a single complex scalar field φ in D = 1, 2, 3 spatial dimensions with a potential U(|φ|). Explicitly, the Lagrangian is
with the key feature being the fact that the potential is only a function of |φ|. The model has a global U(1) symmetry and the associated conserved Noether current J µ is given by
whose covariant conservation ∂ µ J µ = 0 leads to the existence of the conserved Noether charge Q, given by
A stationary Q-ball solution has the form
where f (r) is a real radial profile function which satisfies the ordinary differential equation 5) with the boundary conditions that f (∞) = 0 and df dr (0) = 0. This equation can either be interpreted as describing the motion of a point particle moving in a potential with friction [5] , or in terms of Euclidean bounce solutions [14] ; in each case the effective potential being U eff (f ) = ω 2 f 2 /2−U(f ). This leads to constraints on the potential U(f ) and the frequency ω in order for a Q-ball solution to exist. Firstly, the effective mass of f must be negative. If we consider a potential U(f ) which is non-negative and satisfies U(0) = U ′ (0) = 0, U ′′ (0) = ω 2 + > 0, then one can deduce that ω < ω + . Furthermore, the minimum of U(f )/f 2 must be attained at some positive value of f , say 0 < f 0 < ∞, and existence of the solution requires that ω > ω − where
Hence, Q-ball solutions exist for all ω in the range ω − < |ω| < ω + . Note (i) that solutions exist for positive and negative values of ω, the negative ones being termed anti-Q-balls, (ii) it is often interesting to think of the Q-balls as being akin to charged bubbles; their profiles being very similar. The classical stability of the solutions is a more sensitive issue. For sufficiently large Q these solutions are guaranteed to be stable, as can be seen using the 'thin wall limit' [5] , where the profile function can be approximated by a smoothed-out step function. For small Q it is necessary to perform a full stability analysis using the second variation of the action. In general, the results depend on the details of the potential, but it can be shown that arbitrarily small Q-balls are stable for certain potentials [14] . For a rigorous approach to the classical stability of Q-balls see ref. [15] and references therein. From the quantum mechanical point of view, the solutions are always stable for large enough Q since the energy per unit charge approaches ω − , which is always less than that for the φ particle itself, which is ω + .
In choosing a simple potential which admits Q-balls there are three natural classes which have been considered, although there are obviously many other possibilities,
In each case it is possible to remove two of the parameters by rescaling the units of energy and time. Note therefore that the potentials of type I and II have one free parameter, while potentials of type III have two free parameters for a fixed value of p. The type I potential is the simplest allowed potential which is a polynomial in f 2 , while type II is the simplest which is polynomial in f . Finally, those of type III mimic the D-flat direction in the MSSM. Here p ≥ 6 is some integer that ensures the growth of the potential for large f , but does not destroy the flatness property for intermediate values of f. We should note that none of these types of potential are the kind which might be associated with a renormalizable quantum field theory, but are typical of effective theories incorporating radiative or finite temperature corrections to a bare potential.
In this paper we will mainly be concerned with the type I potential, although we have also studied the type II case. We should note that although the existence and stability properties of Q-balls with these potentials are somewhat different, the qualitative features of the dynamics appears to be almost independent of the potential. The reason for this is that the main interaction processes that we will describe, charge transfer and fission, are due mainly to the time-dependent nature of the solution, rather than the precise profile function.
Explicitly, we shall choose our potential so that 10) and therefore in terms of the earlier notation we have that w + = 2 and w − = √ 2, so that stable Q-balls exist for √ 2 < ω < 2. To illustrate the important features of Q-ball solutions we shall focus on the case of one dimension where the profile function equation (2.5) can be solved exactly [4] to give
The associated energy E ω and charge Q ω can then be computed to be
In figure 1 we plot the charge Q ω and energy E ω for ω in the allowed range √ 2 < ω < 2. and we see that both Q ω and E ω are monotonically decreasing functions of ω. From (2.11) we can deduce that and therefore f ω (0) increases with the charge Q ω , since it is a decreasing function of ω. In figure 2 we display the energy per unit charge E ω /Q ω as a function of the charge Q ω , from which it can be seen that E ω /Q ω is a decreasing function of the charge. Recall that the asymptotic limit as
Thus, these Q-balls are stable against decay into a number of smaller Q-balls preserving the total charge.
Most of the general properties of Q-balls in any dimension and for differing choices of the potential are captured by this one-dimensional example, where explicit formulae are available. However, there are some slight differences, for example if D = 3 then there is a lower bound on the charge of a Q-ball, whereas in the D = 1 case considered above Q-balls can have an arbitrarily small charge. This is not a generic feature of every potential and, for example, it has been shown that for D = 3 arbitrarily small Q-balls can be found with a potential of type II using a 'thick wall limit' in ref. [14] . These kind of details are easily determined by solving the profile function equation (2.5) numerically and a complete treatment of these issues can be found in ref. [19] . But, as we have already noted, we don't believe that they are important for the dynamical processes which we focus on in the subsequent sections. 
Q-ball dynamics on the line
In this section we shall investigate the dynamics of Q-balls in one-dimension; even for D = 1 we shall see that multi-Q-ball dynamics is a complicated issue, there being a rich variety of phenomena associated with the non-quantization of the charge and the time-dependent phase.
To investigate the dynamics of Q-balls we numerically solve the field equations which follow from the Lagrangian (2.1) with the potential (2.10), namelÿ
which is valid for any value of D. The numerical methods we use are simple finite difference schemes involving either second or fourth order accurate spatial derivatives and a second order leapfrog algorithm for the time evolution with 1000 points, the spatial step size ∆x = 0.1 and the time step size ∆t = 0.02. We apply absorbing boundary conditions, which allows radiation to leave the grid and therefore simulates an infinite domain (see refs. [16, 17] for details on how to apply these boundary conditions).
As initial conditions to describe two well-separated Q-balls we use the ansatz
in one dimension, which can be trivially generalized to higher dimensions. This ansatz describes a Q-ball with frequency ω 1 at the position x = −a and a second Q-ball with frequency ω 2 at the position x = a. The U(1) symmetry of the theory means that for a single Q-ball the phase of φ can be set to zero at t = 0 without loss of generality. However, for multi-Q-ball configurations only the initial overall phase can be removed and so for a 2-Q-ball configuration the relative phase, α, remains as an important parameter. The total charge of this configuration is
The final term in the above expression is exponentially small in the separation parameter a, since the profile functions have an exponential fall-off. However, we see that the relative phase α does affect the value of the total charge. Thus, strictly speaking, it is not valid to substitute this ansatz into the energy functional to determine how the energy depends on the relative phase, since this would involve comparing configurations with differing values of Q. The same remark also applies to any attempt to determine how the potential energy depends upon the relative separation a, which would help to determine the nature of the interaction force between Q-balls. This issue and its resolution using the methods of ref. [18] will be discussed in ref. [11] . The charge density at times 0 ≤ t ≤ 300, for the parameters ω 1 = ω 2 = 1.5, a = 4, α = 0. The two Q-balls form a much larger Q-ball, almost stationary at the origin, and the excess is taken away by the fission products: two small Q-balls.
To begin with we consider configurations in which the two Q-balls have the same charge, that is ω 1 = ω 2 = ω. In figure 3 , and in all subsequent figures illustrating the dynamics of Qballs, we plot the charge density (the integrand in equation (2.3)) for the initial conditions and at later times 1 . The parameter values used for this simulation are ω = 1.5 and a = 4, with the Q-balls initially in phase so that α = 0. The two Q-balls slowly attract and coalesce to form one larger Q-ball which has a charge which is slightly less than the sum of the charges of the two original Q-balls; the charge deficit being carried away by the fission of two additional Q-balls which, in figure 3, can just be seen moving away from the almost stationary large Q-ball at the origin. The attraction of the two Q-balls is simple to explain; it being a consequence of the ratio E/Q decreasing as Q increases. However, the process of fission is less intuitive and is a novel concept to those who might have studied the dynamics of topological solitons in an attractive potential. In the topological case the charge is an integer and so the fission of higher charge solitons can only be achieved when the solitons are moving sufficiently fast for the kinetic energy to overcome the attraction and release a soliton. But here the charge of an isolated Q-ball can have any value, arbitrarily close to zero, and so one might imagine that the energy barrier to fission at low interaction speeds is small, particularly when the charge is high. Figure 4 : The charge density at times 0 ≤ t ≤ 100, for a Q-ball with Q = 8.4 and a scale distortion λ = 1.6. Notice that the Q-ball splits up into two equal parts.
The fission of Q-balls is a process which can occur when a Q-ball suffers a large distortion, for example, during a collision. This can be demonstrated by taking a single Q-ball and squashing it by applying the scale transformation where λ > 1 is a scale factor. The scaling of the φ field is required in order that the charge of the Q-ball is not changed by the scaling. For small enough values of λ the Q-ball oscillates, but then eventually returns to the original un-squashed Q-ball corresponding to λ = 1, which is to be expected since these Q-balls are stable. However, for a sufficiently large distortion the Q-ball will break up into smaller Q-balls. This is illustrated in figure  4 , where we take a Q-ball with charge Q = 8.4 and perturb it with a scale λ = 1.6. To consider the efficiency of the fission process as a function of the charge, we define the quantity
where E(Q) denotes the energy of a Q-ball with charge Q. ∆(Q) is the fractional increase in energy required to allow a charge Q Q-ball to fission into two charge Q/2 Q-balls. This is a monotonically decreasing function of Q with ∆(∞) = 0, with the limit Q → ∞ being a Bogomolny-like limit in which the energy is proportional to the charge. Thus we expect that the fission of Q-balls is more easily stimulated when the charge is large. To verify this we apply the same distortion factor λ = 1.6 as displayed in figure 4 , but this time we take a smaller Q-ball with charge Q = 5.6, and the results are displayed in figure 5 . The Q-ball performs a breather-like motion in which two structures initially begin to form but then recombine. This motion persists for many cycles with a slowly decreasing amplitude until it eventually settles down to a configuration which is very close to the original Q-ball without a distortion (the configuration at t = 3000 is almost identical to the stationary Q = 5.6 Q-ball). The above expectations of the fission of Q-balls are confirmed by performing simulations, as in figure 3 , with two stationary Q-balls and varying the charge (increasing or decreasing the value of ω). The charge of the additional Q-balls produced decreases as the charge of the initial Q-balls is reduced and for small enough Q-balls no fission takes place; rather the sole Q-ball formed oscillates for some time, with a decreasing amplitude.
If the two Q-balls are initially Lorentz boosted toward one another, each with a velocity v say, then if v is large enough the two Q-balls can be made to pass through each other. In figure 6 we display the charge density for a simulation with ω 1 = ω 2 = 1.5, a = 10 and v = 0.3. In this case the two Q-balls pass through each other, although they do lose some Figure 6 : The charge density at times 0 ≤ t ≤ 150, for the parameters ω 1 = ω 2 = 1.5, a = 10, α = 0, v = 0.3. The Q-balls pass through each other at this interaction speed and coalesce at lower speeds.
charge via radiation during the interaction process and their velocities are reduced. For a slightly lower value of the velocity the two Q-balls pass through each other, but do not escape to infinite separation. Rather they subsequently recombine, forming a stationary Q-ball at the origin and producing two additional Q-balls in the same manner as described above. In figure 7 we plot the positions of the two main Q-balls (determined as the location of the maximum of the charge density) as a function of time for the velocity v = 0.28.
To study how the relative phase affects the interaction we consider the same initial configuration used to produce figure 3 except that we set α = π, so that the two Q-balls are exactly out of phase. In this case the resulting evolution is very different and the two Q-balls simply drift apart with no change in their shape or charge, even though the figure 6 . We see that the Q-balls do not initially coalesce but have insufficient energy to escape as in the case of v = 0.3 and eventually coalesce at the second attempt.
crude arguments based on E/Q suggest that they should attract. The effects of changing the overall phase are similar in many ways to the overall isospin rotations possible in 2-skyrmion interactions. There it is possible to make the skyrmions attract or repel by an internal SU(2) rotation about the line joining the two soliton centres. Another way of understanding the relative phase is as a current between two charged bubbles, if the Q-balls are thought of as bubbles. The results of this repulsive interaction channel are displayed in figure 8 .
As we have seen, for α = 0 the Q-balls attract and for α = π they repel. However, for intermediate values of α the dynamics is much more complicated. We display the evolution for α = π/9 in figure 9, illustrating a novel process which we shall call charge transfer. The Q-balls initially move very slightly towards each other, but they eventually repel and separate off to infinity. The most interesting aspect is that the charge of the first Q-ball has clearly decreased and that of the second Q-ball has increased, despite the fact that the Q-balls remain two distinct objects with only a very small overlap throughout the time evolution. As they separate the smaller Q-ball moves at a greater speed than the larger one.
In figure 10 we plot the total charge Q in the right half of the line, x > 0, as a function of time for the simulation displayed in figure 9 , where α = π/9, and also for the cases α = π/4 and α = π/2. We see that as the relative phase is decreased the rate at which the charge transfer initially takes place is reduced but the total charge transfered is increased. The in-phase limit α = 0, where the two Q-balls form a single larger Q-ball, is a smooth limit if we interpret it as a total charge transfer. In the out-of-phase limit α = π, as we have already seen, there is no charge transfer. If α < 0 then the same amount of charge is transferred as in the case of a phase −α, but this time it is the Q-ball in the left half of the interval which increases in charge.
It may seem surprising that there is charge transfer, but this result can be understood, at least qualitatively, by considering a simplified mechanical analogue of the field dynamics associated with two well-separated Q-balls. Consider two equal charge Q-balls, fixed at the positions x = ±a, then the ansatz (3.2) may be written in the form
where θ 1 ≡ θ 1 (t), θ 2 ≡ θ 2 (t) are the time-dependent phases of the two Q-balls and f is a profile function. To leading order in the separation a, corresponding to the limit of large separation, the contribution to the Lagrangian is given by
where M = ∞ −∞ f (|x|) 2 dx is treated as a constant moment of inertia and ǫ 2 = 4 ∞ −∞ f (|x+ a|)f (|x − a|) dx is a small interaction coefficient. To derive this Lagrangian we have made the assumption that the profile function is time independent, which obviously has a very limited range of validity as we shall discuss further below; it is nonetheless instructive. The equations of motion which follow from (3.7) arë
The first of these equations simply represents the fact that the sum of the rotation frequenciesθ 1 +θ 2 is conserved, and the second equation determines the dynamics of the relative phase. There are symmetric solutions, θ 1 = θ 2 , and θ 1 = θ 2 + π, where the phase difference remains constant, corresponding to the two Q-balls being exactly in-phase or exactly outof-phase for all time, but for general values of the initial relative phase, α = θ 1 (0) − θ 2 (0), there will be a non-trivial time dependence. For all α ∈ (0, π) there will be an initial positive acceleration in the relative phase, so thatθ 1 >θ 2 for small t > 0. Thus the first Q-ball will have a higher frequency than the second Q-ball and, since we know that the charge of a Q-ball decreases with increasing frequency, then this corresponds to the charge of the first Q-ball decreasing and the charge of the second Q-ball increasing. This simple analysis also predicts that the initial rate of charge transfer will be greatest for a relative phase α = π/2 and will decrease as α decreases. This agrees with the observation we made earlier by an examination of the plots in figure 10 for small times. However, what we are clearly not able to study with our simple restricted mechanical model is the whole charge transfer process for later times. One reason for this is that we assumed that the profile function f was fixed when of course we know that it is highly dependent on the rotation frequency (see equation (2.11) ). In particular this dependence constrains the rotation frequencies to satisfy ω − <θ 1 ,θ 2 < ω + and as either of these limits are approached our simple model breaks down. One might be tempted to improve our simple model to deal with this issue by including the known frequency dependence of the profile function, but it is not obvious how to do this since the profile function depends upon the frequencyθ so using such an ansatz in the Lagrangian would lead to a Lagrangian for a mechanical system with second order derivativesθ and hence a fourth order equation of motion. Furthermore, we have assumed that the positions of the Q-balls are fixed when in fact the results of the full simulations show that they eventually drift apart. This effect will also serve to cut-off the relative phase dynamics since it will correspond to reducing the ǫ 2 coefficient in our simple mechanical model. In summary, we have shown that a simple mechanical model is useful in understanding the qualitative features of the charge transfer process, but a more sophisticated analysis is required to explain the quantitative behaviour found. The analysis of relative phase dynamics in mechanical systems, such as discrete breathers, has been studied in some detail and the phase space trajectories are well understood [18] . These methods can be extended to study the more complicated relative phase dynamics, and hence charge transfer, of Q-balls [11] . So far we have only considered initial conditions in which the two Q-balls have the same charge. For two Q-balls which have different charges the initial relative phase does not have the same importance as for Q-balls of the same charge, due to the fact that the Q-balls have different frequencies and so the initial relative phase will not be preserved, even with no interaction. This can easily been seen using the simple mechanical system above.
In figure 11 we plot the charge density for the initial conditions ω 1 = 1.8, ω 2 = 1.5, a = 3, α = 0. It can be seen that the two Q-balls repel and there is virtually no charge transfer since the solitons never get close enough for the charge transfer process to become important. Similarly, if a non-zero relative phase is introduced then virtually no charge transfer takes place, although the rate of separation does vary very slightly. However, if the Q-balls are Lorentz boosted towards each other with a sufficiently large velocity v so that they collide and pass through each other, it is possible to induce charge transfer as illustrated in figure 12 for the parameters ω 1 = 1.8, ω 2 = 1.5, a = 6, α = 0, v = 0.2. The amount of charge transferred depends on the value of the relative phase as the Q-balls collide, as can be verified by changing the initial phase. It can be checked that this is equivalent to varying the initial separation, since the time to collision is then altered and hence the relative phase is different by an amount equal to the change in collision time multiplied by the frequency difference. Just using the simple mechanical analogy, one might have naively expected that an initial difference in the rotation speeds would be on a similar footing to an initial phase difference, but this is clearly not the case. It is evident that there is a non-trivial interaction between the relative dynamics of the Q-balls and the charge transfer process.
Planar Q-balls
The main features of one-dimensional Q-balls which we have described in the previous section, such as charge transfer and the dependence of the interaction force on the relative phase, carry through to the two-dimensional case. We demonstrate this by again performing numerical simulations of the field equations via an equivalent finite difference scheme to the one dimensional case. We find that a grid containing 200 2 points with ∆x = 0.2 and ∆t = 0.05 gives an accurate representation of the dynamics in this case. In contrast to the one-dimensional case an exact solution is not known for the profile function in twodimensions, but it is a simple matter to numerically obtain the profile function using a standard shooting method.
One might assume that head-on collisions of Q-balls with a small charge (for example, ω = 1.6) are equivalent to those in one-dimension with attraction, repulsion and charge Figure 13 : The charge density at t = 0, 104, 112, 3200 for two Q-balls with ω 1 = ω 2 = 1.6, positions ±(6, 3), velocities v = 0.05, and relative phase α = 0. This interaction with nonzero impact parameter shows the attractive potential of the two Q-balls, which coalesce into a larger Q-ball.
transfer taking place as before and indeed this is the case as we will discuss later. The phase-dependent force is, however, a more general concept which we will illustrate in fully two dimensional interactions with a non-zero impact parameter. In particular, we consider the collision of two equal charge Q-balls (ω 1 = ω 2 = 1.6) with a non-zero impact parameter, where the initial positions of the Q-balls are (x 1 , x 2 ) = ±(6, 3), each is boosted along the x 1 -axis with a velocity v = 0.05, and the relative phase α is set to zero. In figure 13 we plot the charge density for this interaction at t = 0, 104, 112, 3200.
As in the one-dimensional case (where collisions are head-on) the two Q-balls attract and form a single larger Q-ball, although the large Q-ball has some angular momentum due to the fact that the collision was not head-on. Figure 14 displays the results of the same simulation except that the two Q-balls are exactly out-of-phase, that is α = π, where the Q-balls clearly repel. Finally, in figure 15 we display the simulation with a relative phase α = π/4, where there is an initial attraction, followed charge transfer and finished off by a repulsion which forces the two Q-balls apart. We conclude, therefore, that while the head-on collisions of small Q-balls in two-dimensions can be thought of as being effectively one-dimensional, the same dynamical processes are active in the case of a non-zero impact parameter.
Next, we turn our attention to head-on collisions of Q-balls with higher charge, wherebased on the intuition of the one-dimensional interactions -one would expect things to be slightly different. We take two Q-balls with ω 1 = ω 2 = 1.5 at positions (x 1 , x 2 ) = ±(10, 0) with each Lorentz boosted towards the other with a velocity v = 0.4. Figure 16 displays Figure 14 : The charge density at t = 0, 104, 140, 200 for all parameters as in figure 13 except α = π. We now see the repulsive interaction of the two Q-balls as in the one-dimensional case, where it could only be observed through head-on collisions. the charge density at t = 0, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 52 for the in-phase case, α = 0. As can be seen from the figure, there is a very complicated interaction process involving the charge being strongly deformed and the emission of some radiation. Eventually, two Qballs emerge from the interaction region at right angles to the initial direction of approach. Naively one may think that this is a simple 90
• scattering process as seen in a number of topological soliton models [1, 2, 3] and suggested for Q-balls in ref. [13] 2 . However, the scattering of Q-balls is a complicated dynamical issue rather than being topological, and the underlying mechanisms are very different. In particular, there is no associated geometry of a moduli space which forces the Q-balls to scatter at right angles. Rather, during collisions the Q-matter becomes highly deformed with huge charge densities and it is this deformation, and its associated pressures, that lies at the heart of the interaction process and the fission of Q-balls in the plane perpendicular to the incident direction. As we demonstrated in the one-dimensional case, a sufficient distortion of a Q-ball will induce fission, and it this same process which is responsible for this more complicated phenomena in two-dimensions.
This point can be illustrated immediately by considering the same scattering process, but this time we set the Q-balls to be exactly out-of-phase, that is α = π with the results displayed in figure 17 . Although the initial conditions look identical in figures 16 and 17, the evolution is clearly very different. As the two Q-balls are now in a repulsive phase the Q-matter gets distorted in a very different way. Rather than forming a single structure, as in figure 16c , the two individual Q-balls never actually coalesce because of the repulsive interaction, getting squashed separately and this distortion induces the fission of each. Thus, each Q-ball splits into two and the two pairs repel each other, producing four Q-balls in all, which are clearly visible in figure 17g. For this particular set of initial parameters the Q-ball pairs do not have enough energy to escape each others attraction and eventually recombine leaving two Q-balls which move off to infinity. By, for example, increasing the initial velocity it is found that the four Q-balls can be produced in such a way that they all separately move off to infinity without any subsequent recombination. If the initial velocity is small enough then the distortion is not large enough to induce fission and the two Q-balls eventually repel keeping their individual structure intact.
In figure 18 we investigate the same simulation as in figure 16 but with an initial relative phase α = π/2. In this case we expect that the distortion will also be accompanied by a charge transfer, and indeed this is what we find, as the first Q-ball loses charge to the second one and then each Q-ball undergoes fission to produce a total of two small Q-balls and two large Q-balls. The two small Q-balls move away from the interaction region at a faster rate than the large Q-balls, and they do not recombine. The two large Q-balls move away from the interaction region at only a very slow speed and in fact they eventually recombine after a time of around t = 200 (the final plot in figure 18 is only at t = 52).
As we discussed in the one-dimensional case, large Q-balls are more susceptible to fission than smaller Q-balls, so we expect that the scattering processes we have described above will vary depending on the charge of the initial Q-balls. For example, our reasoning predicts that the fission process in figure 16 , which produced two Q-balls moving at right-angles to the initial line of approach, will be more difficult to reproduce for smaller charges. To test this we perform the same simulation, with v = 0.4 again, but decrease the charge of the initial Q-balls by taking ω = 1.6 rather than ω = 1.5. The resulting evolution is shown in figure 19 and confirms that now the distortion is not sufficient to liberate two Q-balls. The configuration oscillates for some time before settling down to a single larger Q-ball, after a small amount of charge has been dissipated through radiation. Fission can be produced for these smaller Q-balls by increasing the impact velocity, but this also has the result that some of the charge passes straight through the interaction region producing small Q-balls which continue to travel along the direction of approach. A collision at increased velocities is also a more violent process and more charge is lost to radiation in these circumstances. In figure 20 we display the evolution for the case where the velocity is increased to v = 0.6, with all other parameters kept the same as in figure 19 . Just visible in figure 20d are the four very small Q-balls which are produced by this collision together with a ring of charge carried away by the radiation generated. If the collision velocity is increased further then the two Q-balls have less time to interact and their momentum carries them through the collision process with no deflection. This is demonstrated in figure 21 where v = 0.8 and no additional Q-balls are produced. In summary, as the charge is reduced an increased velocity is required in order for a sufficient deformation to be generated to produce fission, but this also results in more of the charge being carried straight through the collision. Thus for small charge there is a very limited window of velocities for which collisions of the form displayed in figure 16 may occur.
3D Q-balls
In the previous two sections we have built up a picture of the dynamics of Q-balls in one and two dimensions. In going from the extensive study in one dimension to two dimensions we have noted a number of subtle effects associated with the extra dimension. However, the basic processes involved are the same: attraction, repulsion and charge transfer. In this section we will apply the same numerical techniques to the case of three dimensions. To begin with we conducted an extensive study of the dynamics on grids containing 100 3 points and have once again found that in many cases the dynamics are very similar to those in one-dimension. At the risk of labouring the point we found that for small Q-balls, if they were initially in-phase they coalesced, while if they were out-of-phase they repelled, and if they had any other phase they engaged in charge transfer. However, we did find some extremely complicated interactions which are related to those seen in the case of two dimensions. As was pointed out in the previous section when the Q-balls have a large charge, their interactions can have some interesting variants in two dimensions and it is these particular cases in three dimensions on which we will focus in this section.
In particular we have focussed on the analogues of figures 16, 17 and 18 in which com- Shown is the three-dimensional isosurface and a two dimensional slice through the centre of the interaction region which should be compared to the corresponding two dimensional interaction in figure 16 . Note the production of a loop in the plane perpendicular to the line of incidence, which expands before recollapsing into Q-balls along the incident direction.
plicated dynamical phenomena were identified. In each of these cases we have performed the analogous simulations on a grid of 300 3 points with ∆x = 0.3 and ∆t = 0.03 in order to accurately simulate the complicated dynamical processes. In each of the three cases we start with 2 Q-balls each with ω = 1.5 at ± (15, 0, 0 The in-phase case (figure 22) has some marked similarities to the equivalent case in two dimensions (figure 16) if one looks at the two-dimensional slice through the centre of the Q-balls 3 . However, the extra dimension has one remarkable effect: it allows for the production of a loop in the plane perpendicular to line joining the two incident Qballs. This phenomena is the three dimensional analogue of the right-angled fission process described in the two dimensional case. But in three dimensions the fission takes place symmetrically in all directions in the plane while respecting the cylindrical symmetry of the initial configuration. The loop expands leaving some charge in the centre which later expands to create a second, much smaller loop. Later both the loops collapse and Q-balls emerge back along the incident direction.
The formation of the loop in this three dimensional simulation adds further weight to our earlier discussion of the two dimensional case where we pointed out that right-angled fission of two Q-balls was not of topological origin, nor was it even related to the topological interactions of, for example, vortices [1] , monopoles [2] and skyrmions [3] . The reason being that in a topological interaction in three dimensions one would have expected there to have been a preferred direction (this is because in the case of topological solitons, for example skyrmions, the field configuration of a single soliton is not spherically symmetric, although the change in the field due to a spatial rotation can be undone by acting with a symmetry of the theory, which means quantities such as the energy density are spherically symmetric). But as we have already pointed out the formation of a loop is reliant on all directions being on an equal footing as far as the fission process is concerned, which of course is due to the fact that the field itself is spherically symmetric for a single Q-ball.
This explanation of the formation of a loop during the interaction of two large Q-balls in three dimensions is compatible with the results of the out-of-phase case (figure 23) and that of a general relative phase (figure 24). In both cases, the two dimensional slice through the interaction region is very similar to that of the equivalent two dimensional interactions (figures 17 and 18 respectively). In the out-of-phase interaction, two identical loops form which are then repelled back along the direction from which they came. As they move away they begin to collapse, the final outcome being a series of symmetrically placed Qballs along the incident direction. The interaction for α = π/2 is similar, except that, as expected, charge transfer takes place during the interaction and the two loops created have very different charge.
Just to finish this section off and by way of illustrating that this process is reasonably figure 18 . Charge transfer takes place during the interaction leading to the formation of two loops which are not of equal charge. These two loops are then repelled, the smaller one having a higher speed.
generic, we have performed an equivalent simulation to figure 22 with a much higher speed of incidence (v = 0.8). Due to the Lorentz contraction of the initial conditions, this requires a smaller value of ∆x = 0.15 and consequently ∆t = 0.015, and the results of this simulation are displayed in figure 25 . We see the production of a big loop at the point of interaction plus two others which are repelled from the centre along the line of interaction. At the end of the simulation the loops are still expanding in size and are also getting close to the size of the discrete grid. It is an interesting question as to whether loops can be stable, and this question will be addressed in a separate publication [20] .
Q-ball Anti-Q-ball Dynamics
In the preceding sections we have studied in detail 2-Q-ball interactions. The charge Q, however, can also be negative; this being achieved in the Q-ball solution by replacing ω with −ω and these solutions are known as anti-Q-balls. In this section we will study the interactions of Q-ball/anti-Q-ball pairs in two and three dimensions.
Intuitively, one would expect slow soliton/anti-soliton interactions with equal and opposite charges to result in annihilation into radiation. However, only for a very small range of parameters does this annihilation take place in the case of Q-balls due to the complicated nature of the time-dependent interaction potential which we have highlighted in the case of 2-Q-ball interactions.
In general a Q-ball/anti-Q-ball interaction will result in either the two solitons bouncing back, or them passing through each other. In both cases, the charge is partially annihilated, but only for a very limited region of the interaction parameter space can it be thought of as being complete. This absence of the annihilation can be attributed to the concept of charge transfer which we have discussed in 2-Q-ball interactions 4 The main difference between the charge transfer process for 2-Q-ball interactions and the Q-ball/anti-Q-ball interactions under consideration here is the two solitons now have opposite charge and hence when charge is transfered it results in annihilation. However, we have showed that the charge transfer never takes place fully in 2-Q-ball interactions and hence annihilation also never takes place fully in a single interaction. When there is a lower bound on the charge of a Qball it is more likely that sufficient charge transfer can take place for complete annihilation, whereas in models where arbitrarily small Q-balls can exist complete annihilation is likely to be much more difficult.
The process of partial annihilation, via charge transfer, is illustrated in figure 26 where we have displayed the charge density at t = 0, 15, 20, 50 for the collision of a Q-ball and an anti-Q-ball in two dimensions. The solitons were initially at ±(6, 0), with ω 1 = −ω 2 = 1.8 and were Lorentz boosted together with a velocity v = 0.3. It is clear that the momentum of the Q-ball carries it through the interaction region and that there is some annihilation of the charge; the maximum charge density of the outgoing Q-ball being lower than that for the incoming one. As we have already discussed this is generically what takes place during a Q-ball/anti-Q-ball collision. A variant on this kind of interaction is that the Qballs bounce back, again partially annihilating charge, which takes place at low incident velocities for this particular charge.
This picture of partial annihilation with bounce back at low velocities and the solitons passing through each other at high, suggests that there exists some critical incident velocity v c , a function of ω at which annihilation takes place, and indeed this is what we find 5 . Figure 27 illustrates this by displaying the charge density at t = 0, 25, 50, 100, 150, 250, 300, 350, 400 for a Q-ball/anti-Q-ball collision, with the solitons initially positioned at ±(6, 0), charges ω 1 = −ω 2 = 1.5, Lorentz boosted together with velocity v = 0.3. These are the same parameters as in figure 26 , except that the charge is much larger. It can be clearly seen that annihilation eventually takes place, but even in this case the mechanism is complicated, involving a number of oscillations of the system before it is achieved. The charge here is much higher than for the example above which had ω = 1.8, and in the Q-ball interactions we saw complicated fission processes for interactions involving solitons with this charge. This is also the case in Q-ball/anti-Q-ball interactions as is illustrated in figure 28 , which uses the same parameters as in figure 27 except that the incident velocity is now much higher, v = 0.6. The figures shown are at times t = 0, 10, 15, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50. One can see, after some partial annihilation of charge, that the fission of the incident Q-balls takes place in the direction perpendicular to the line of incidence and that now there is an effective bounce back of the incident solitons with a reduced charge.
These processes are also prevalent in both one and three dimensions. By way of illustration we have also included two examples in three dimensions. In figure 29 the solitons initially at ±(15, 0, 0), are Lorentz boosted together with a velocity v = 0.3 and have ω 1 = −ω 2 = 1.5. In this particular interaction there appears to be very little annihilation and the solitons effectively pass through each other. Figure 30 has the same initial configuration, except that the solitons are boosted together with an initial velocity of v = 0.6. The subsequent interaction is complicated involving first the formation of two loops, which is the equivalent of the right-angled fission observed in two dimensions, and then what appears to be almost total annihilation once the loops collapse. Two small Q-balls are emitted along the line of incidence, along with much radiation.
Summary and conclusions
We have identified the key parameters in the interactions of Q-balls to be the relative phase, the incident velocity and the charge of Q-balls, with the resulting interactions being strongly dependent on these parameters. The generic interaction involves attraction if the relative phase α = 0 and repulsion if α = π when the two Q-balls have the same charge. If they have an initial relative phase other than α = 0 or α = π, or if the charges of the Q-balls are different, the dynamics of the Q-balls results in charge transfer, a phenomena which is analogous to that observed in discrete breather systems (see, for example, ref. [18] and references therein), although this behaviour often has to be induced by making the solitons come together via a Lorentz boost. With no Lorentz boost such breather systems naturally repel and this is also seen after the charge transfer process is complete. If the incident velocity is extremely high Q-balls can be made to pass through each other with very little interaction taking place.
This picture is almost independent of the number of dimensions if the charge of the Qballs is small (for example, ω ≈ 1.6, but if the charge is much larger fission can take place during the interaction process due to the compression of the charge. In one dimension this process results in the emission of Q-balls during the slow interaction of two large Q-balls. In higher dimensions complicated, but analogous, phenomena are observed in which fission takes place in the direction perpendicular to the line of incidence. This leads, under specialized circumstances to the right angled fission of Q-balls in two dimensions and the production of loops in three. These fission effects can also be coupled with those of attraction, repulsion and charge transfer to produce complicated compound phenomena.
Interestingly, the naive expectation that an Q-ball/anti-Q-ball should annhilate into radiation is modified by the complicated breather-type interactions which take place. Since the difference between the two charges is large this can be thought of a special case of the charge transfer process, leading to the phenomenon of partial charge annihilation, the case of complete annihilation being very special. Fission of the Q-ball and anti-Q-ball can also take place if the charge is high.
Our original motivation was to understand the microphysical interactions of Q-balls formed by the Affleck-Dine mechanism for baryogenesis within the framework of the MSSM. The potential that we have concentrated on in this paper is different to that expected in the MSSM, but as we have pointed out the main interaction processes that we have identified are related to the phase. Therefore, we expect our result to be qualitatively independent of potential, and hence our results have some bearing on this case. We have repeated several of the simulations described in this paper for a potential of type II and found the same qualitative results. The next step in this research is an analytic description of the dynamics in terms of a slow manifold approach [11] , before their application to the problem of Q-ball formation in the Early Universe.
